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The steep ramp of the 10 is a prelude, its elevation pushing my legs and chest 
back in the grey cushion. A feeling of flying permeates my skin.

The city streets fade out. A slight bank to the left and the invitation slides across 
the passenger seat. Now fade in. I merge with the myriad streams of bright, twin 
eyes. As smooth a cross-fade as you have ever heard. Lachesis on four wheels, 
cutting off the was-here or going-there, the maddening drone of repetition, the sad 
doors of sagging buildings. Movement becomes disconnected, a place in and by itself, 
then evaporates.

It begins.

Traffic is quiet this final night. Billboards hide the dark sewers around me. The 
10 rises to bridge the 605. Enormous red and white highway rings slowly revolve 
around the downtown hub. Climbing the rising tarmac, I cross burning barrels firing 
up a river's edge below and think of Icarus but I make it to the other side. Through 
the crack above the window the wind howls with a thousand voices. Honking cabs, 
yelling executives, a virgin's cry, voices suckling milky life from on-demand dreams. 
The dotted lights around me grow into a scintillating grid connecting a million of 
moments. He fucked her in a limo. She does payment registration for a toxic plant. 
They raise funds for epilepsy and dump waste that is slowly killing the daughter of 
the limo's driver. Covering them all, through concrete cubes and steel veins, the DJ 
with his duvet of stories and music, his invisible spider web spreading out over the 
city. Drop the first seconds in the airwaves, Archie always said, and it never stops.

The wheels rush themselves spoke over spoke across the tarmac. The soft rocking 
of highway waves and their slush of cars quiet the things I have seen. The factions of 
chemical warfare in a friend's head. The melancholy of a front door in a cookie cutter 
suburb. Archie's broken neck.

About a million years ago I explained it to him in a failed philosophical attempt, 
"Amidst thousands of cars there is perfect solitude," We sat in the studio. It was the 
end of a Sunday and its last three hours had just been blown to smithereens by a mix 
of poetic and pornographic songs. Night programming had taken off. Around us 
meters glowed music in green or an occasional yellow. Archie harrumphed derisively 
and put the 12" of Autobahn on, saying all he needed for solitude was a studio. John 
argued the auditorial qualities of a car couldn't be replicated. Archie claimed he had 
visited a truck-shaped studio.

We were halfway to too many drinks. I sipped, listening to their bickering and 
watching the invisible lines of our music seep from playout through master fader, in 
and out of equalizer and compressor until it shot skywards through the uplink. An 
invisible needle thousands of feet high, rippling music into the ears of millions of 
people.

Later, in the silence of the last bottles, I asked him whether that truck-shaped 
radio studio had been real. Little Merv had hiccuped herself home by then and John 
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had fallen asleep with his head on his beloved Melion tube compressor, still warm 
from a raunchy poetry recording. "Who cares? Convince them, tell them a story, 
bru'" Archie said and grabbed one of my clove cigarettes. "Give them a real story and 
you give them passion. Give them passion, and you lighten their days. If you can't do 
that, get the fuck off the air." He hated cloves, always had, and proceeded to light the 
Gudang Garang with a wavering flame.

I flow into the fast lane of the 10, the crumbling surface of the old steering wheel 
whispering braille to my fingers.

Archie is forever off the fucking air. I glimpse sideways to the glib invitation of 
the remembrance ceremony and for a countless moment I imagine slamming into the 
sedan to the right of me, trapping the embossed arrogance of its letters in screaming 
steel.

I blink rapidly. Objects beyond the windshield turn more viscous than they 
appear. After a while my jaws stop grinding and the white needle on the dashboard 
steadies. The lanes rock me gently left and right, cradling my nerves while towering 
factories on both sides of the freeway fume soothing smoke around my thoughts.

An ebbing breeze tiptoes over the humming of the road and my little car becomes 
a weathered rock on the beach, the city's human flotsam washing back and forth 
around me. I slide between the fabric of the highway and the radio waves. No 
potholes break up the tarmac, no thoughts un-turned and the world slowly falls 
away.

Years ago I was a lemming the size of a skinny twenty something from Sixteen 
Oaks, ready to jump off the cliff without realizing it. Sid and me worked in the 
cardboard factory, together with half the town. He took me fishing on Sundays. Only 
when floating down Toluca River did the headaches stop. Fishing made everything 
easier for him. Love, disgusts and desire all got thrown into the water with the 
worms. He sucked on a fishing hook the way other people nibbled on toothpicks. He 
said the pin pricks kept him sharp. It was his escape from the glue and the 
motonomy, from the deadening rhythm of our lives. I made derogative jokes behind 
his back, scared and jealous of the grip he seemed to have on the world. 

Every time the knives came down to cut the thick sheets, they sliced away a sliver 
of my life, a sliver closer to the grave. Every time they came up, the thumbing drone 
wound itself around my head, covering my ears and eyes with its hammering gauze. 
In my dreams I would get away as soon as I had filled up a plane's tanks with the 
cardboard pulp the factory produced. The plane's tanks never got full and the next 
morning the knives were still coming down, continued to cut off slivers of my life and 
slice the soles from my feet, the shins from my legs, the thumbing burning out my 
senses. What was left got soaked in Miller cans that we crushed upon emptying.

I survived by taking the long route home. The road through the Oakwood Toluca 
Hills, sunken underneath the pine trees, slowly unwound the gauze around my head 
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and allowed my thoughts a clear sky once more. Slushing through the potholes that 
splattered my truck with bloody mud I slowly became aware of myself again, of my 
body with its own damn agenda, and of my thoughts, meager they might have been, 
my own nonetheless. When the road reappeared from the woods at the feet of the 
hills, the lower half of my truck was covered in glistening red streaks, fat drops 
smelling of earth and rot, punching the tarmac rhythmically. "Murdered someone 
again!" Frankie inevitably yelled when I pulled up to his gas station before driving 
into town. By then I could handle repetition and I'd just grin the expected grin while 
he hosed down the tires and the grill. Gave me a 60 percent discount three times a 
week.

Working all week. Dead in the evenings, with bowling on Tuesdays and grilling 
on Thursdays. Saturdays we bet on grocery deliveries - see, more of that coconut stuff, 
told you it was getting popular! - watching the early afternoon refill of Smart & Final 
from the one bench in Eisenhower Park. On Sunday afternoons we congregated at 
Mr Ludlum's house, it being the biggest. The men drank Miller and listened to Mr 
Ludlum talking about the tricks of the stock market from his front porch while the 
sea wind softly metronomed the wisdom of his words on the patio door. Ratatat. 
Ratatat. The newest car was allowed to park next to his topaz convertible. Nobody 
asked why Mr. Ludlum hadn't followed his own advice and was swirling sugary 
drinks under some palm trees by now. Ratatat. When a car pulled up, we silently 
handed the man a can and touched our hats at the wife until she was inside, sipping 
sweet white wine with Mrs Ludlum. Then, without missing a beat, we'd resumed our 
well-practiced chorus of dry observations (by the elder) and nods (by the younger). 
The wrinkled cans underneath his porch slowly piled up. Month after month the 
roaring silence pressed against my temples. Ratatat. Each cracked can metronomed 
inside my skull.

I was them. I was those people through and through. I was the men fishing for 
the biggest story of the week in the creek behind the smelters. I was the women 
clicking their tongue over Mill Mary's skirt.

One evening while driving home, well into the year following my silver birthday, 
I hit a rock. It had been raining and part of the upper soil had slid down the hill. I 
panicked, tensed to give the steering wheel a spin, then stupidly reached for the 
emergency brake. Just in time my hand jerked back up, catching my sleeve and 
switching on the radio.

Suddenly the speakers filled my car with poetry. Raggedly I sucked in air that 
abruptly got filled with the end of things, with final beauty and a sadness of which I 
did not understand a single fucking word but didn't want to stop. By now I was 
driving into town, having completely forgotten to stop by at Frankie's. I was passing 
Sid's house. His barbeque was lit. Must have been Thursday. I knew that there 
would be mayonnaise and peanut sauce at my spot at the table. His neighbor Billy 
would be leaning over the fence, sipping his beer, waiting for me to arrive so he could 
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make his faeces joke based on the color of the sauces. I knew that with the certainty 
of salmon knowing it has go North for a good fuck.

The poem ended. A final violin sigh was followed by Archie's voice though I did 
not know his name at the time. He announced that the station needed somebody to 
punch keys and solder XLR cables.

A car behind me honked. How long had I been standing here? I slowly pulled up 
and turned right into my street. My knuckles were white. Ahead, I saw Sam, Sid's 
kid, slowly driving his tricycle in the middle of the street. I knew his grades, I knew 
that at ten years old he still wet his bed when his alcoholic mum forgot to give him a 
goodnight kiss and that the side effects of his anti-anxiety medicine made him slow 
with people. I knew he was a terribly bright kid, who sketched amazing worlds until 
his parents decided TV would be much better than a private coal charred universe. 
"Gotta help 'em to blend in," Sid shrugged, rotating his fishing hook between his lips 
while throwing the drawing coal in the dustbin, "Be so much easier to get along with 
folks."

We can fix this, my knuckles said. Leave it to us. Us and Mr. Right Foot. It'll be 
over in a second, won't feel a thing. Save the human, crush the eggshell. Just leave it 
to us.

He was standing in the middle of the road. 
He looked at me. 
His eyes waited while my foot trembled over the gas.
Watching Sam I called the radio station. Archie answered.
The engine hummed.
My foot waited.

Leaving town that evening, I pulled up at Frankie's for the final hose down. It 
was the last time my car dripped red.

The first few months, I just entered playlists into the playout and fixed a million 
audio cables. I learned to q-point. To use exponential crossing when overlapping a 
fade out with a fade in and to trust the visual cues of the red worms on the screen for 
beats and whispers. I learned to schedule a song, how you can play three male voices 
sequentially, but never three female voices. Unless one of them is a duet with a man. 
("Our ears prove feminists wrong," Archie once cheered on air. The mailbox 
exploded.) I learned to properly record a live performance so it does not drown 
when it is wedged in between over-processed album tracks. I learned the story 
behind the songs and the feelings behind the stories, but I never learned to tell a 
story, because I never reach a conclusion.

From the 10 I turn south onto the 110. The transition is not elegant. Through a 
Gordian knot of concrete the roads twist to connect everything with all. The signs 
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are more agonizing than helpful and have no resemblance to any physical spot on 
this earth. Little Merv called it an Escherian cloverleaf, the only piece of four-
dimensional freeway in the world. She said people have gone missing here. That a 
girl once found the exit while cradling a newborn in her left arm. That she had not 
been pregnant when she stepped into her car that morning.

Little Merv is a natural. When she buys milk or takes a dump, she has a story. I 
tried to convince them that songs can be good without stories. Just a cruising 
melody. Archie shook his head. "You just haven't found it yet. Talk to yourself to 
practice, bru'. Fuck your ears with your own words. The only type of masturbation 
you don't need hands for."

"Actually..." Little Merv said.
"Shut up," we said simultaneously, and she lapsed into a giggle fit, emptying the 

fifth bottle.
Archie turned to me. "If there's no story, nothing moves. Radio must flow. Lube 

the airwaves. Practice, bru'! If you don't flow, get off the fucking air!" He belched, 
pressed pre-listen and played "Running up that hill" thundering loud over the studio 
speakers.

I drive on, biting the bumps on my lower lip where it had been cut, two or three 
years ago. Fortunately tonight's traffic is quiet. This trip is hard enough as it is. For 
an eternal five minutes I glimpse the heart of downtown, the antennae blinking on 
and off until the 110 mercifully leads me southwards and away.

Tell them a story.
We had been updating the song database for hours, adding beat and instrument 

data. Archie was playing underground drone. Chicago, the 70's. The vinyl ends with 
a groove that loops back into itself, trapping the needle, repeating the last 4 seconds 
eternally.

"Sempiternal!" Archie had exclaimed with reference.
"Same pee?" John giggled and slid peacefully under a desk.
I was doggedly trying to open a bottle with the wrong side of an opener. "s'like 

eternal, right?"
"No!" he thrust his hands into the air. Sparks flew from his cigarette. "Eternal is 

forever both ways! Sempiternal starts now, then goes on forever."
With a crunching sound, the bottle opened. "s'like, halfily eternal then," I brushed 

some glass shards from my lap. The first sip tasted of alcoholic blood. Flicking the 
cap away, it ricocheted off the bust of Dionysus on Archie's desk right into a dustbin. 
I laughed so hard I toppled backwards and woke up hours later, my lips sticking 
together with dried blood.

Archie claimed old D himself had intervened, averting any more suicidal sips 
from the broken bottle.

My body sobered up, my mind still reeling, I tried to convince him that half 
eternity is still eternity. He said I was an ivory-towered fool. The argument lasted for 
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a week. "Sempiternal reasoning," I yelled.
The phrase stuck. "Sempie!" we'd shout when somebody wouldn't stop yapping, 

and we'd throw a cap. Some days the caps didn't stop flying.
I break violently when a rusty Chevy decides 75A is his exit after all. On its thick 

silken paper the invitation shoots out underneath the passenger seat. The 
"cayrn" ("its spelling makes me sic," I tell the mirror and Archie chuckles) will be 
built of "remembrance stones". Everybody is supposed to bring one. "The stone can 
signify anything. Its shape can remind you of the Deceased's profile, or it can be 
taken from the Path where He/She loved to walk so dearly. Perhaps its Touch is 
reminiscent of His/Her strong hands. Piled up the stones will form a strong 
everlasting monument of the Deceased, radiating the good memories of all who knew 
Him/Her." 

Radiating memories? The waves from the radio towers have lost their meaning, I 
am free falling, have no goddamn idea of where to go, and a pile of rocks, a 
Chernobyl of emotions and memories, will fix it? Empathy as fucking currency.

"He would have wanted it like this." Yeah, just like he wanted to misstep in a 
drunken stupor. 

The moment I realize we will never be able to discuss disgusts again, tears start 
to flow. I howl. I howl because I am driving and my friend is dead. I howl because I 
can, in the sound proof room that is my car. I howl. I howl and I pound the wheel 
and then I hit a pothole. Ragged brown spots on the middle barrier jump towards me 
in the light of headlights. They blink away when the lights hiccup skywards as the 
wheels hit another one, then close in once more. More flecks tumble loose when I 
pull the car to the right, back onto the fast lane.

To catch a larger than life spirit in a random pile of rocks is utterly insane. 
Everything about it is disgusting and I don't want to fucking understand any of it.

I won't bring a stone. 
"Just driving," I whisper to myself while grey motes of the slowly disintegrating 

steering wheel float around. "Just driving," I breathe, but there is a tremor in my 
voice. The mirror is silent.

Tell them a story or get off the air.
I might be scared to death but I don't want to join him just yet. To get a grip I 

start practicing. As usual the monologue derails into a semi dialogue with the rear 
view mirror answering. Not many people want to share a ride with me. I have 
walked into doorposts because of this absent state of mind. "You out of focus again, 
bru'?" Archie would say, "Stop filming! Just tell me the soundtrack."

Immense billboards on both sides nudge me further South. Exit 10, junction with 
the 91. 

Memory jolt. Stop. Rewind. Stop. Play.
We'd get off at Exit 9 when doing a show at the Coliseum. The yellow reflectors 

between these lanes must have blinked dozens of times in our headlights. John liked 
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to toggle them on and off; "Drowned cats! Blinking drowned cats!", freaking out 
Little Merv, her squeaking protests inaudible over Archie's roaring laugh, spilling 
Bud while he yelled "squash die Katzen, squash die Katzen!"

The salt of the Pacific whips me onto the infamous 405. At 3:00am it is an 
amazing drive, tying the coastal neighborhoods with black tarmac to the ocean.

I am never turning back.
The radio is off but I can feel its carrier waves, still strong, ripple ahead of me. I 

think of all the radios around me playing their music. Dead without his voice. I hit a 
cat's-eye (squash! the rearview mirror yells) and the moment of driving disappears.

A sleek eyeliner commercial stares at me. I watch the sparkle of downtown 
hubbub in the mirror and I feel jitterish. The mesh of radio waves develops me and 
its songs have turned aggressive. Driving was supposed to deliver me from this, to 
quiet the sounds. When I stare long and hard at the cat's-eyes it feels like driving 
back in time, retreating into my mind while the future recedes from the grill.

Slowly flowing from one lane to another, I watch a memory reel of Archie 
delivering one of his sermons on Rosicrucianism. I watch him march through the 
studio while pounding his fists to an aggressive speech in semi-German (he spoke it 
fluently and thus delighted in twisting it), I watch him in hangover afternoons, 
cursing, then, an hour later, translating Murray Head, Jeanny, Chris & Cosey. 

I watch him play poetry that lifts souls momentarily from the drab, slithering 
days that ooze into a stinking small town life. I hear him play songs that just for a 
moment, an eternal second, make them raise their head and assert themselves.

The car's on fire and there's no driver at the wheel 
And the sewers are all muddied with a thousand lonely suicides 
And a dark wind blows 
The government is corrupt
And we're on so many drugs
With the radio on and the curtains drawn

But the radio is off for I cannot bear the absence of his voice.
16 more minutes to the 5.
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Before me the country, behind me the city.
Two white arrows point East, two point South. 
Glide to the right, slowly. Immediately the gradient increases.
Just a slight pressure. Don't floor it.
Yellow lints run away in all directions. One more elevated concrete knot, then I 

will return to the fields.
The country ahead is a black spot. Hills block the radio signals from the North 

and the East.
The city falls. I rise.
Over a monumental arch I reach the 5. In the rearview mirror, the towers fall 

back. One more mile the freeway carries me high above the city's outlands, then a 
slow pitch down towards a country so gladly forgotten.

Breathe out. Lower the shoulders. Leave the lip alone.
The sizzling static of no sounds fills my head. Uncertain shapes of trees have 

replaced the geometrical neon of the city. Sometimes the Pacific gets so close to the 
road its salt laps the tarmac shoulder.

Three lanes wide and not a car in sight. It smells of barbequed meat. The anchors 
of the radio are gone from my mind. On a slanting road, leaning towards the ocean, I 
realize I am alone and that I have to make a decision.

These endless cookiecutter towns, they make me skittish. Shall I take the road 
through the hills, the route that looks deceivingly short on a map? I yearn for those 
lands, places I have not yet ventured. But it's the direction of his future grave. That 
fucking cayrn.

I cannot make the decision here, in these places sterilized by its inhabitants 
through their bawd gulping down of days and nights without asking. I will decide in 
the hills. These towns are just the prelude.

I've missed the soothing emptiness of surf. I turn right, staying close to the ocean. 
The freeway turns into sad streets. The road curls around sleeping houses, along 
identical blocks of identical streets, with identical stones in catalogue gardens.

The nameless millions. What happened all these years? How many listened to 
him? Enjoyed his midnightly tirades while sipping six packs in the short nightly 
hours?

I grew up in every street. I knew every grey hair peeking out behind the 
geraniums. Teenage Saturdays hanging around Eisenhower Park. Noise on a 
battered stereo blaster while TV commercials sold mirrors of suburban life to the 
sherry-drinking housewives who had had too much of an opinion to be invited to the 
Ludlums.

My speed has dropped to cruising. The tautology of these neighborhoods is 
mesmerizing. Watching the rearview mirror, the camera of my mind pans from my 
eyes nay-saying every patio, out of the car, over the streets and into the fog of 
memory.
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Archie loved all Ludlums and Sids. He considered it his upmost plight to bring 
them the greatest music in the world. He spat on ideas about destiny - and read 
Schoppenhauer and Hobbes just to prove it - and was on this Earth for only one 
thing. For the love of music, bru'.

Maudlin I told him it was useless; out there no lives were changed for the better 
because of what we did. He exploded. "They hear heaven, they hear escape and 
glimpse a life worth living!" Cold red wine, found in the fridge, slouched over a pile 
of cd's. "Even if it's just for 3 fucking minute 20 seconds. A lifetime bru! A fucking 
lifetime!"

A house says "Diggers Inc.," followed by the sign of a cemetery warning it is 
guarded by dogs. What is there to protect. Let the youth crack a few, do some rolls, 
seduce and be seduced. The coupling of primal pleasure to the finality of death.

I pull over and get out, staring across the gate.
It seems sadly fitting to walk a cemetery but the ragged shapes of the stones 

unhinge me. The blind windows of Diggers Inc. watch me linger. Somewhere an 
unsecured shutter batters back and forth. Ratatat ratatat. It bounces between the 
ears, between nose and nape. Ratatat ratatat. It taps me on the shoulder, whatcha doin' 
here bru' ratatat ratatat whatcha doin' ratatat ratatat. The windows stare at my back. I 
think about nicking a small stone and clench my wrists. Ratatat ratatat leave us bru' 
ratatat leave us -

"You listened to music," I think, "you too dreamed away on a song." 
not anymore bru', not anymore ratatat ratatat stare unblinking sockets not anymore the 

windows whisper they won't and we won't and nobody won't ratatat ratatat leave us bru', leave 
us -

"But the songs!" My thoughts start to tumble, start to scream, their lips white and 
tight, "your music your idols your heroes!" The clattering sound grows louder, 
punching my temple, drowning out reason, "What drags you through your miserable 
lives! Who will play the songs that make a difference!"

Not you ratatat ratatat not you bru' not you not him not you not him not him -
"What of the voices and the music that make it bearable!" I cry. 
ratatat - no voice but us bru', no voice but us, rattle the windows, and the mailboxes 

pick up the chorus, no voice but us, no voice but us, and the lawnmowers, the identical 
ornamental rocking chairs on the identical verandas, the sagging rosebushes, all 
whisper no voice but us now, no voice but us now, the cookiecutter churches, the rotting 
metal under the duck tape, no voice but us now, no voice but us, they swell and rise, a 
towering wave that sweeps me away, drowns me and lets me sink to the ocean floor 
of suburban life without so much as a sound, meaningless and invisible to the world, 
an untuned radio and Sam isn't listening because I never made Sid turned on the 
radio.

I ran back to my car and cross a red light at 60 miles an hour.
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"Last gas station for the next 50 miles" 
I pull over. Underneath the screaming neon I try to stop my elbows from shaking 

while I push the cold metal of the shop's door open. The stench of cleaner fluid gangs 
up with the fluorescent green of giant sodas. I amble aimlessly between the aisles. 
Then, in between engine oil and old "Motors and Tattoos" I see the snow globe. I 
pick it up and pay.

Standing next to my car I shake it. For a second I watch the dance of the 
desultory flakes before letting it tumble out of my hand and crash on the tarmac. 
Inside, the clerk's head jerks up. I bend down. Next to my ear, the nozzle drips gas 
on the porous tarmac while I carefully pick up the rock from between the watery 
snow and pieces of glass. I get into my car and drive off. The "Seasonal Greetings" 
sign takes a bit longer to pry loose. A firmly lodged shard makes me tentatively suck 
my finger.



Hills rise and fall away, blending trees and bushes. Is "dulating" a word? Archie 
would have known. The gargoyles in a low garden wall watch the car until a gradual 
turn pulls the headlights away. There were once Indonesian cigarettes and cheap 
beer in that garden, in another time, another country. Half hidden underneath some 
bushes lay tires, not cut but ripped to pieces. Blinking from a tree hangs a chain. 
Underneath, a broken sign reads "teleph----". The few human touches amalgamate 
with a fowl's wing, a brook, hills, ribs of the land pushing through.

Superfluous shapes mix the tarmac, the tires and the humming engine in the 
current. Below the wheels, twists and bumps have replaced the fluent highway lanes 
and rows upon rows of dried out sycamore trees lining the road form inescapable 
walls.

Language was as important to him as alcohol. "Words are bondage, bru'. 
Restraining you, gagging you until you wriggle in their beauty. Then, you find the 
right one... bwam... you're free." He had the strangest way of miming an orgasm.

For a moment the car lights swerve too far right. The frightened shadow of a tree 
trunk jumps away. The monologue is not working. I pull violently to the left. The 
stone is kicked loose. Perhaps dialogue works better.

"Why do people only use "dulating"'s antonym?" I ask his face in the mirror.
"As long as it works, bru'," his hands dance over the empty passenger seat, "as 

long as it works."
The corridors of the studio were used for vocal practice. Eyes half closed, he 

would march around practicing exploding k's and sharp s's. Once he turned a corner 
roaring "kink!" right into the unsuspecting ears of a half-asleep cleaner. The man 
dropped his bottle of detergent and fled the building.

"Words!" he proclaimed proudly that evening, "can evacuate!"
His on air rants earned him a few angry letters, mostly from orthodox Christians. 

Instead of laughing them off, he became sad. "Such tiny and short lives we live," he 
muttered once, dawn close by, "We must all be a God in our little life, bru'. The 
music helps them wrestle through the pain. A tiny bit of soundtrack to their dreary 
days, to forget the broken bones and the cooling friendships." Some cigarette ash was 
carefully swiped off the master fader. "What is left, when that too is taken away from 
them? So few minutes bru', so few minutes."

We walked from the studio, hands pushed deep into pockets on that particularly 
cruel February morning. Three years were left to him, but that morning a church bell 
rang through the sleeping street and the future felt never-ending and mostly cold.

After a week of uncleaned restrooms we forced him to apologize.
The soft scratching of the stone on the dashboard is mixed into the engine's 

soundtrack. The sound is too velvety and I realize it is no real rock but recycled 
carton strengthened with industrial glue. The road slowly swerves right and left and 
I hear the knives of the factory coming down cutting the where-questions, slicing off 
the why's. I cannot reach out and crumble it to pulverize its destination. "Quality 
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fake," I whisper to Archie. Outside, in the grey misty patterns, he smiles. "Quality 
fake," I repeat louder in my mind. "Quality! Fake!" and I slam my hand on the 
dashboard, "Quality fake! For their fake! fucking! cairn!" And I cry and I taste 
metal and the words keep rolling around, following each other in endless circles 
through the corridors, "their fucking cairn. Their fake. Fucking. Cairn..."

Two big eyes stare at me. The hare lives because I yank to the right. The tires 
screech through his absence. I pant and bite my lip, tasting the alcoholic blood of 
years ago.

Archie is silent. Then he softly says, "No need to prove anything bru'."
I am scared. The unfamiliar shadows of the hills and the road are beautiful. Such 

places used to quiet my thoughts, keep me sane. But I am nervous, the vibrating 
factory angst that used to wall me in when the world was dead and repetition the 
only constant is creeping closer. I hear the sound of a cracked can landing 
underneath the patio.

"Must be the destination, bru'."
I curse. I considered the dialogue closed.
In a reflex I turn on the radio, searching for the old comfort of swearing at the 

DJ for his bad crossfades and too short (wanker) or too long (amateur!) song intros. 
The radio has trouble fixing on to a signal. A girl croons about tiny stars, intermixed 
with static bursts. Sometimes there is a man's voice, slowly repeating numbers and 
street names.

The road climbs up, hugging wild gardens that turn into bushes, turn into 
grasping hands, turn into low hanging trees. A mailbox shoots by, its rust angel dust 
in the sweeping headlights. There are no more houses. I often look in the rearview 
mirror.

I reach the top and everything falls away. After a long descending swerve, a 
masculine Mexican voice starts to talk. "No haya banda." He speaks gently. Father's 
voice, telling you it was just a bad dream. "Un trombón con sordina. No haya banda." 
A woman screams. The man keeps talking. Out here, transmission towers boost the 
carrier waves to twice the allowed amp and stations start interfering. I think of 
twisting the dial but his voice is soothing. It does not matter that I do not speak 
Mexican ("Spanish!" Archie whispers).

The woman begs in long ragged breaths, and more interference weaves through 
the signal. A girl answers, almost kindly. As soon as she begins to speak, the woman 
screams again.

"In the deepest pit of pain we find ourselves," Archie once said. He was unusually 
sober for the hour. A news item about a sex club had found us talking about 
bondage. Archie was slowly programming next day's midnight hours while I entered 
the formation year of bands into the Artist Notes. "Scared, we want to flee it, but 
deep down inside," his eyes looked troubled, "it is the only way of getting to 
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ourselves."
A saxophone plays a solo, then stops.
The man now asks a question and the girl answers. No interference then. 

Rounding a sharp corner I have to decide between a pothole in the middle of the 
road and a squashed badger on the right. Dead animals don't feel a thing. The 
saxophone vibrates through the speaker.

An hour earlier, that same night, surf music had been throbbing through the 200 
watt PMC's. "This is not sex," Archie had said, gesturing to the monochrome porn 
clip of an avant-garde band from Glasgow.

Little Merv let out a giggle and then stopped. "But, it is!" she said apologetically. 
"His hand is all the way into her -"

On the radio, the woman screams again. The man utters one word and the girl 
speaks slowly, as if she is explaining something to a child. For a moment the static 
obscures their voices but not the raw breaths of the woman. In a strange rhythm she 
gasps for air. My jeans are uncomfortable.

"That is not what it is about!" Archie had continued. His eyes were looking into a 
moment none of us shared. "The sex, it is just a... a... " his cigarette drew circles in 
the air, "a tool, a way for getting there. That moment of sublime being. Of being 
everywhere, and everything being alright. Of undoing. Unknowing. The never 
ending finale grandioso."

The master output pulsated in soft green. Little Merv was silent. We all were.
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The hills sink away. Between rock and branch begin to slither amorphous 
patches of weed.

The moon appears and marshland snakes alongside the road. My window is open 
and the soft wind carries a strange smell. No more barbequed meat. Nearby, green 
liquid glistens in the milky light. For now the swamp holds back.

Here the shapes do not flow around the windshield anymore, they are ink in 
water.

I have not seen a traffic sign for hours. My sense of direction is shot and I hardly 
remember the shape of the route on the map.

I used to love driving blindly. The beats of the city and its radio towers made me 
fearless and I found myself driving past my fears, fears for girls and drugs and drinks 
and people right into the snaking deceptive up-and-downs of I-can-do-this and I-
can-take-this and I won't go batshit crazy and Archie where the fuck are you?

I know. Right next to me.
The rhythm of the throbbing spidery lines of that human mesh that, glued to 

people's ears and hearts, made them tiny Gods for just a moment, it is gone.

Tell them a story...

Archie, when I reach the U-turns in my life there's you. Guiding, yelling one way, 
throwing empty bottles another way, you push me forward, backward, and sideways. 
I will go and place my rock on the pile. I will swear and cry without a sound and get 
pathetically wasted after I walled you in with everybody into a static, fixed shape. I 
will pray the pile will crumble when - scat! - God snaps his fingers and a rock will 
roll on the road, any road, as long as it is an empty road through hills of red earth 
looking out over an egg carton neighborhood with shells of houses owned by shells 
of people living shells of lives, waiting for a tire.

Did I realize the rock was a fake? Did I get it to piss them off? Or to hear you 
snigger, Archie? I tried so hard to love the 9-to-5 people. 

I am lying. I did not, and you knew it. You saw through the sad broken record of 
work-screw-sleep repetition and you loved them for it. How could you not. You 
provided an awesome soundtrack. Me, I couldn't tell them a single fucking story if 
my life depended on it, and you loved me for that.

The engine hums emptiness. Scree chimes against the metal.
One night you took me to the ruins of a church near the new train station. Its bell 

tower was empty, the bells, like the organ, stolen and melted in the war. You called it 
your church of sound. "A God of Sound cannot reside where mortal music plays," 
you said, and you were fucking proud of it.

In front of the brick walls stood a large sign. In letters faded by three or four 
winters it loudly announced the arrival of Modern Houses; "The Living Dream of 
the New Professional" Screaming, fading exclamation points. "Fixed!" you yelled, 
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"therefore, dead!"
Between the charred wall and the graveyard was a small alley. It led to the 

preacher's house. An ornamental looking doorbell hung several feet above our head, 
its chain long gone. We had finished three bottles between the two of us, and I was 
cold and wanted to lie down, preferably somewhere with a cushion and a blanket 
that stopped moving. "Let's go," I said, "it's already -" and I wanted to look at my 
watch but your hand clamped around my wrist, cold and smelling of cigarettes.

Sht! you mimed.
We stood there. Your moods are all too familiar but I had been humoring you 

long enough. My feet were turning into ice. The fourth bottle forced itself to the 
front of my mind.

That moment, a wind blew whispers through the alley and the bell rang.
"2 o'clock," you said.
The ghost of your hand left a warm snake kiss around my wrist while I checked 

my watch. I looked at you. "Always 2 o'clock," you repeated and started to walk 
away. "Come on bru', I think I got some of that red left somewhere."

... or get the fuck off the air.

The next morning even the smell of coffee was too much. "So, that ruin, that 
clock," I said, nursing a glass of water, "y'callit God?"

"Bollocks. It ain't no God, bru', it's just very precise," 
You put on some Slovak industrial. "The beat, it mimics the fall of Lucifer!" you 

yelled, and threw a tumbler against the wall.
I lowered my head between my hands.
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The tires crunch pebbles to dust, a road of vinyl.
Again a pothole jerks the wheels aside and the stone etches more grey lines in the 

dashboard. I try to steer around them but more and more potholes are lining up. Two 
ten-year-old eyes blink twice in the rearview mirror. The scratches turn into beautiful 
charcoal drawings.

We once had a bet on whether there is a word for the sensation of falling that 
jerks you awake just when you are falling asleep. The anachronism that breaks 
driving. Smart phone commercials in between music. Realizing soon other people 
have to be faced and I don't have caps to throw at them. Confronting a pile of stones 
that supports them in their grief and make me want to bash my head open.

Here is nothing but dust. All sound and light is reflected in the aeon old crystal 
fragments shattered around the desert. A sign says this is called "Sheesha mitti" in 
the old tongue. Mirrorland. I don't remember seeing it on the map.

The soft dashboard light reflects my face in the windshield. I see us, hidden away 
in a studio behind mixing consoles and tuners. Spiders, with a record in one hand 
and a bottle in the other, stroking the mesh and playing the minds of a thousand 
people.

The dashboard blue ghost of my face slowly blinks at me. 
Blink. 
Oz is far and gone. 
Blink. 
Here gives no yellow road.
Blink.
"Where are you going?" I ask the face, and I see fear in its eyes. Behind me, 

blackness. Before me a line of drowned cats in the middle of the road.
"Are you going? Or will you keep on driving?"
Yes, no, yes, no, yes, ratatat, ratatat.
What would happen if I give the steering wheel a violent jerk?
There is no side road for dozens of miles, and I turn the blinker off. My knuckles 

are white. The rearview mirror is dead.
The day after Archie's accident was the day they started bulldozering down the 

church.
Or the other way around.
He called me that night. Hours before it happened. Less. Asking me to come 

over. Drink some. "We'll take a walk so we can drink more. You have to see the 
church one more time. A life in ruins," But I was tired, bashed numb by the rituals 
that accompany being around friends.

"It's not about the church, bru'," he'd said before hanging up, "The ruin is 
rubbish."

I grin through my tears. Should've brought a stone from the alley. 
The stone on the dashboard stares at me. The desert stares at me. Fake and soft. 
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Harsh and bitter. How much does my opinion about the fucking ceremony matter? 
John and Merv will hate it, but they will be there, talking to people, spoon 

feeding them consolation.

This is what the cairn will be like. A misshapen pile of grating rocks that throws 
us back onto ourselves.

I will not arrive.
Tell a story bru', a story of cairns and tombstones. 
I will not arrive. 
Of menhir, bru', of megalith and monolith.
I will not arrive.
Of birds of prey, bru'. There's no radio in the Tibetan highlands, just fields full of 

stones.
Until now, when I grabbed the pulpy rubber in my hands and the engine started 

to hum its baseline, I thought I left it all behind me. I drove through the night and 
thought myself free from the feet-stamping crowds and the whispering voices.

I was wrong. The mesh was not above me, high up in the air. Never had been. 
With its sweeps and jingles, songs and stories it was here, hooked in my head. His 
voice, the air waves. I never left, I merely walked its outer lines.

Now and then a pothole darkens in front of me. I evade some, not all. The mirror 
is still black and the stone has come to rest a long time ago.

Tell them a -
No.
Archie, I reach the last roll of film, the final line. I do not know how to go on. I 

listened to music, I cried, I ran over some jackrabbits but the stone didn't crumble. 

The desert, Mirrorland. The City, the ceremony. It does not matter whether I 
continue driving, getting more and more lost, or whether I'll add my stone to the pile, 
slap a few shoulders, get drunk.

When and where I arrive, I truly lose you.
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houropener                                          0:03
Kavinsky - "Nightcall"                              4:20
Godspeed You! Black Emperor - "Dead Flag Blues"    16:27
station ID 2                                        0:01
David Lynch  - "Movin' Up"                          4:13
Angelo Badalamentii - "Dub Driving"                  3:35
half hour pips                                      0:02
Vangelis - "End Titles (Bladerunner OST)"          4:59
I Am Kloot - "Avenue oOf Hope"                      4:22
sweep5                                              0:01
station ID4                                         0:05
Goran Vajvoda - "Beautiful Days"                    7:59
Archive - "Bullets"                                 5:53
promo night3                                        0::17
station ID2                                          0:01
Leonard Cohen - "Democracy" (parlando version))     2:21


